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I studied diversity, editor drop-off, among 
many topics.

Today I want to talk about admin pages.

My name is Marc Miquel. 
Wikimedia researcher 
since 2011.



These are admin pages and they were created twenty years ago.

They are the backbone: what has enabled us to make Wikipedia 
successful.

1. Introduction



Welcome to the Jungle. We need to research this.

For Newcomers. Then, for all Wikipedians.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Administration
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Category:Wikipedia_administration Image author: James Martins

2. Motivation



WAPA is a research project to measure and improve maintenance and inclusion in 
Wikipedia administrative pages across Wikipedia language editions.

Wikipedia Administrative Pages Analytics (WAPA)

“We envision a community that regularly consults analytical tools to make

informed decisions on which pages to create, improve or delete and, also, to

modify the course of current processes in order to be inclusive to all

Wikimedians.”

https://meta.wikimedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia_Administrative_Pages_Analytics

Project Principles: efficiency, maintenance and inclusion.

https://meta.wikimedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia_Administrative_Pages_Analytics


3. Objectives

1. Understand the state of development of
the admin pages.

2. Classify the admin pages according to
different types and analyze them.

3. Create applications in order to support
editing the admin pages.



Created admin
pages over time by
the median year of
the first edit of
their editors (color).

4. Analysis



Creation of *orphan* admin pages over time (orphan = orange, 0 links)



a) Page Across Languages
b) Page Gaps
c) Under-edited Pages

We created some “screening tools” to 
address different purposes.

5. Applications



Valuable one (?)

Table with gapshttps://wapa.wmcloud.org/page_gaps/





6. Conclusions

Support small wikis grow their *relevant* admin pages (Page Gaps)

Keep updated/improve the popular admin pages and be inclusive inviting new
editors (Underedited Pages).

Editors, keep on editing. Affiliates: Please, create programs and get organized
around admin pages.

Please, talk out your ideas: we need to identify and polish the use cases. Maybe there
are better tools to make. All feedback is valuable!

If you have any question, you can e-mail me at marcmiquel@gmail.com or
Username:marcmiquel

or leave me a message at the project page.



Two project mottos

Admin pages with great power, come 
with great maintenance.

If it is everybody’s Wikipedia, it must 
be everybody’s admin pages.



Thank you very much!


